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ABSTRACT 
The condition numbers described by Stewart, Todd, and others for a matrix A are 
given by the suprema of the norms of all the oblique projection operators respectively 
on the image space of AT and the null space of A. This paper shows that these two 
numbers coincide. 0 Elsevier Science Inc.. 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an m X n matrix with rank m, and let 9 be the set of all 
positive definite n X n diagonal matrices. Define also a matrix 2 whose rows 
form a basis for the null space of A, M(A). 
The following two numbers represent the suprema of the oblique projec- 
tion operator norms respectively onto the range space of AT, 3% AT), and 
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onto the null space of A, Jr(A): 
x(A) = sup(llAr(ADAr)-‘A+ +, (1) 
X(Z) = sup{J~zr(z~zr)-lz~ll~~ EL+ (2) 
Stewart [l] has shown that these numbers are always finite and provide 
interesting condition numbers associated with the matrix A. These numbers 
were also studied by Todd [2] and by o th ers (see references in [6]), and were 
intensively used in new results on complexity of linear programming algo- 
rithms. The number X(A) p rovides a stopping rule for interior-point meth- 
ods, thus avoiding the use of the bit size of the input data. This study was 
made by Vavasis and Ye in a series of papers [4-61. 
In [3], Vavasis proves that 1 X(A) - X(Z)1 < 1. In this paper we show 
that actually these two number coincide. 
We now describe another way of computing the condition numbers, 
following Stewart and Vavasis and Ye. Let us define the following sets: 
S = {s EB( AT) I (Is11 = l}, (3) 
X = {ix EA”( AD)lD ELS}, (4) 
and 
p(A) = inf{](x - sll] x E X, s E S}. (5) 
One can show that p(A) = l/X( A) (see [l]). 
Similar definitions for the matrix Z give the following expressions. The 
equalities are easily shown: 
S’ = {s E.N(ZD-~)IZI ~9) = (s c9(DAT)ID ci3}, (6) 
x’ = {x -(ZT)lllxll = 1) = {ix EJY( A)I(lxll = I}, (7) 
and 
p(Z) = inf{]]x - s(]]x E X’, s E S’}. (81 
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2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Before we prove the main result, let us derive the optimality conditions 
for the problem of minimizing 11 x - ~11 subject to s E S and x E X for points 
in X associated with a fixed D E 8. 
Let D E.@ be given, and consider the problem 
minimize illr - sl12 
subject to Zs = 0, 
(9) 
ADx=O, 
II4 = 1. 
The optimality conditions for this problem give for some y E R”‘, w E 
R”_“, (Yell3 
F - S + DATy = 0, 
s - x + ZTW - ffs = 0, 
and hence 
f-.?~ *(DAT), (IO) 
(1 - a); -2 E /V(A). (11) 
THEOREM 2.1. In the conditions above, p(A) = p(Z). 
Roof. We shall prove that p(A) > p(Z). This is sufficient because of 
the symmetry of the construction: if we start with the matrix Z, then the rows 
of A provide a basis for N(Z) and we can conclude that p(Z) > p( A). 
Consider arbitrary vectors x E X and s E S. By definition of X, there 
exists D ELB such that ADx = 0. We shall work with this fxed D to show 
that 11x - sll > p(Z). 
Let X and S be an optimal solution for the problem (9). Consider the 
following vectors: 
z - (1 - cr)S 
x’ = ,,? _ (1 _ +,, > s’ = P(3 -Q, 
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FIG. 1. 
where p E R will be specified in a moment. Then x’ E X’ due to (11) and 
the fact that l)r’l( = 1, and s’ E S’ for any p E R, due to (10). 
All the action happens in the two-dimensional subspace defined by X and 
6. We can use two-dimensional geometry following Figure 1. The triangle 
(0, S, XI is rectangle, because by (10) X - S _L X EMCAD). Let 8 be the 
angle between X and S. Then 11, - FlI = sine. 
We have that x’ I S, due to (11) and the fact that S E 9( AT>. As we saw 
in the last paragraph, s’ I X for any P E R. It follows that the sign of P can 
be chosen in such a way that the angle between X’ and s’ is 8, and its 
absolute value can be chosen such that lls’ll = IlXll. Then the triangle (0, x ‘, s’) 
is identical with the triangle (0, S, ?i>, and it follows that 
IIX: - sll 2 Ilx - Sll = llx’ - s’ll 2 p(Z). 
Since x E X and s E S were chosen arbitrarily, the inequality remains valid 
when taking the i&mum, completing the proof. ??
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